85 C91.18.1760  electrical iron (metal body and wood handle, fabric covered cord) clamp, and fabric covered cord)
85 C91.18.1624  electric lamp (with clamp, and fabric covered cord)
85 C91.18.2342  ultraviolet lamp (plastic body, cylinder light at bottom, yellow fabric cord)
85 C91.18.1762  electric hanging lamp (brown plastic body, with brown cord, no light, and hooks on back)
85 C91.18.1278  gas iron set (includes metal iron with black wooden handle, can for gas, booklet, pump, and measuring)
85 C91.18.1156  rectangular wood block with thick metal wires and spring)
86 C91.18.2159  insect repellent (four coils of green insect repellant with three in paper packaging with "Cocksec Brand Mosquito Spiral" two triangular metal pieces and fork piece on top of metal, kept inside a square box with roosters)
86 C91.18.262  mouse trap (metal rectangle with metal wire attached with spring)
86 C91.18.896 Mouse trap (metal clip trap, top with lighter metal, bottom dark metal, spring mechanism inside. "Alsteel McGill Metal Products Co." imprinted)

86 C91.18.1084 Mouse trap (rusted metal clip trap with spring on the inside)